
MATHS:

This Half Term’s Learning

KEY INSTANT RECALL FACT:

ENGLISH:

RELIGION:

SPELLINGS:

SCIENCE:

WIDER CURRICULUM:

OUR CLASS READ:

We will be continuing our work on addition
and subtraction.  Looking at missing parts

in part whole models and calculations.  
Once we have finished this we will move
back to place value, this time all the way

up to 50!

Odd and Even Numbers.  Some children
will also still be working on the KIRF from

last term (Number bonds to 10 and
addition and subtraction facts within 10)

Special People - What makes a person
special?

Meals - What makes some meals special?

Everyday materials:
Looking at how materials can change by twisting,

bending, squashing and stretching.
Animals including humans:

Looking at what we need to be healthy, habitats
for animals and life cycles.

Week 1 - Retrieval Week
Week 2 -  Adding ing, ed, er to root words.
Week 3 - Adding er and est to root
adjectives.
Week 4 - The /f/ sound spelt ph and wh 
 Week 5 - Adding the prefix –un &
/u/ spelt oo
Week 6 - Common exception words 
 

 

We read a book every day, these are a mixture of
fiction, non fiction and poetry.

These include:  Avocado baby, How to heal a
broken wing, Jack and Jill, David Attenborough. 

Art - Finishing off our Kenyan art.
Music - We will be taking part in an Arts
award so we will be having 6 sessions on

composing and note reading.  
DT - Stitching and weaving.

PE - Gymnastics 
Computing - Algorithims and Code

Week 1 - Handwriting.  Using the entire line.
Week 2 - Question openers and using the
question mark.
Week 3 - Writing in the first person.
Week 4 - Use the pronoun I when writing a
personal account. 
Week 5 - Using adjectives to describe
thoughts and feelings. 
Week 6 - Whole school write -  British
Science  week.


